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Abstract: This project is the study of brake system for
reducing noise and grabbing. Brake system in trucks are
crucial for ensuring the safety of vehicles and passengers
on the roadways. Brake defects such as noise and
grabbing are a major cause of accidents involving
trucks. noise and grabbing in the air brake systems affect
braking performance drastically by decreasing the peak
braking pressure attained and also increasing the time
required attaining the same, thereby resulting in longer
stopping distance. Hence there is need for detecting
noise in an air brake system and causes of grabbing.
Efforts are made in the project to eliminate these two
problems.
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I. Introduction
Air brake systems are used in heavy commercial
vehicles like buses, straight trucks and combination
vehicles such as tractor-trailers[1]. More than 85%
of the commercial vehicles are equipped with S-
cam drum brakes[2]. Proper functioning of the
brake system of a commercial vehicle is critical not
only from the safety view-point of the vehicle itself,
but also for other vehicles and passengers in traffic.
Any accident involving a commercial vehicle
results not only in economic loss of the goods
transported but also loss of life.

As air brake systems are highly sensitive to
maintenance, periodic maintenance and inspection
procedures have to be strictly followed[3].
Accidents involving commercial vehicles rarely
occur due to brake failures but occur frequently due
to brake defects. Typical brake related defects
include oversize drums, worn out brake linings, out-
of-adjustment push rod strokes and leaks in the

system. Statistics indicate[4], that truck tractors
pulling semi-trailers accounted for 63% of the
trucks involved in fatal crashes and about 47% of
the trucks involved in non fatal crashes. About 25%
of the crashes involving trucks is due to brake
deficiency and brake deficiency accounted for 39%
of the total one-vehicle crashes.

The modification done in the present work is
simulated using modeling and analysis software
packages. here we have used CATIA V5 for
modeling and ANSYS 16 for analysis.

II. Literature Survey
Literature review contains the overview of the
parameterization of drum brake ,design of drum
brake, experimental investigation of drum brake
performance. following literature review contains
key points of present work in this field.

A.V. Pobedin , et al. [1] Describes the problem of
reducing car noise level. The rate of passenger cars
with operating life of 10-20 years is 28% of vehicle
fleet and the noise level of these cars usually
doesn’t meet active sanitary standards. A range of
experimental researches of the noise emissions of
the passenger car individual elements – engine,
gearbox, propeller shaft, differential, exhaust
system. This method allows to set required
characteristics of noise level of vehicles at the
engineering stage. Method for calculation
probabilistic evaluation of noise generated by car
units was proposed taking into account results of
research. The mathematical model for computation
of the expected noise into the passenger car cabin
was created. This mathematical model provides
obtaining of both mathematical expectation of noise
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levels of each aggregate, its spectral components
and corresponding dispersions. On computation of
noise spectral components from each source in one-
third octave bands of frequencies with evaluation of
probable dispersion of its values (confidence
intervals) even at the car design stage, was created.
At the engineering stage it provides setting of
required characteristics of the whole car and car
mechanisms  noise emission.

Mario Triches Junior, et al [2] The application of
complex eigen value analysis in a finite element
model of a commercial brake system. The effect of
the operational parameters (friction coefficient,
braking pressure and brake temperature) and wear
on the dynamic stability of the brake system is
examined. After identifying unstable frequencies
and the behaviour of the brake system under
different conditions, the performance of some
control methods are tested. Changes in material
properties and the application of brake noise
insulators are presented and their effects discussed.
The results show that the effect of brake
temperature changes the coupling mechanisms
between rotor and pad, which in some case scan be
useful in order to reduce the instabilities and
generated noise.

Oliviero Giannini , et al [3] Measurements
performed on it to characterize its dynamical
behavior and its squeal behavior. The tests are
aimed at identifying the key parameters controlling
the squeal phenomenon that are necessary to build a
model of the setup. The experimental analysis on
identifies several characteristics that lead to
instabilities and correlates them with the operating
parameters as well as with the dynamic behavior of
the system. Measurements also highlight that the
pad dynamics have a key role in the selection of the
squealing modes at one of the out-of-plane eigen
frequency of the system the description of the setup
as well as the measurements performed to
characterize its dynamic behavior under squeal
conditions is presented. This phenomenon is
common to both drum and disc configurations and
concerns both train and automotive brakes.
Therefore, the geometry and the dimension of
brakes can vary widely, thus leading to very
different sets of squeal frequencies and associated
modes.

M.E. Braun , et al. [4] the vehicle pass-by noise
test is implemented according to the international

standard ISO 362. As a result of more recent
investigations of urban traffic, a revision to the ISO
362 standard has been proposed that includes a
constant-speed test in addition to the traditional
accelerated test in order to determine the pass-by
noise value. To ensure compliance with the pass-by
noise test vehicle manufacturers and suppliers must
quantify vehicle noise source characteristics during
the design stage of the vehicleVehicle pass-by noise
is analysed in the time and frequency domains and a
ranking of the noise source contributions is
established. The characteristics of the four major
noise sources (engine, intake system, exhaust
system, tyre/road system) contributing to pass-by
noise as well as current prediction methods are
reviewed Four major noise sources contribute
significantly to the pass-by noise level: engine,
intake system, exhaust system and the tyre/road
system.

Na Liu, Zhongcai Zheng*, Yalan Wu, Xiangan
Kong, Hang Ding[5] in  "finite element analysis of
drum brake assembly" first brake drum assembly 3d
model including brake drum, brake shoe, brake
block, and friction plate was established; then finite
element analysis of drum brake assembly was made,
considering the friction between assemblies as well
as the relative sliding between brake shoe and brake
block, brake block and friction plate. The
simulation

Of automobile’s braking was relatively authentic,
drum brake’s stress and displacement deformation
at work was analyzed. The results showed that with
fixed brake drum, left and right brake shoes’ load
was completely symmetric, stress and displacement
distribution was also completely symmetric; in the
process of braking, one side brake shoe’s stress and
displacement were obviously bigger than the other
side, max stress occurred on one side brake shoe’s
internal end face.

III. Basic Components
1.Brake System
S-cam drum brakes are the most commonly used
brake configuration in commercial vehicles. They
are also commonly referred as foundation brakes as
they perform the actual braking function in the
system. The drum brakes are mounted on the drive
shaft of the axles. A typical drum brake assembly is
illustrated in Fig.
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Fig 1 - Brake system

2.Brake Chamber
Brake chambers are used to convert the air pressure
to braking force through the push rods. Pressure
builds up in the brake chamber and results in the
forward motion of the push rod, which rotates the
automatic slack adjuster connected to it. The slack
adjuster in turn, rotates the S-cam shaft tube and the
S-cam, thereby expanding the brake linings to
contact the drum. Brake chambers on the rear
brakes are also called as spring brake chambers as
parking brakes are also incorporated into them.

Fig 2 - Brake Chamber

3.Automatic Slack Adjuster
A slack adjuster is designed to serve two functions.
Firstly, the linear motion of the push rod is
converted to rotational motion of the S-cam by the
slack adjuster. Typically, out of adjustment push
rods can be easily identified if the angle between
the push rod and the slack adjuster is more than 90◦

during a brake application. Secondly, the clearance
between the brake drum and the brake linings is
maintained as the linings getworn out. Unlike a

manual slack adjuster, an automatic slack adjuster
does not require manual rotation of the adjuster nut
for maintaining the lining to drum clearance.

Fig 3 - Auto Slack Adjuster

4.Brake Shoe and Liner
The Air brake shoes and liner are the final link in
braking system. the brake shoes are supported by
pins inserted in brake spider and rollers that contact
S cam surface the brake shoe have replaceable
lining riveted  on them. the lining have two different
blocks , designated cam and anchor side. the brake
shoe on axle are specially designed for that axle.

Fig. 4 - Brake Shoe and Liner

IV. Objective
The overall objective of project is to understand
principle of braking including friction, pressure and
heat dissipation , air brake system operation
including brake chamber, auto slack adjuster, drum
liner, springs.
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Objective also involve understanding the operation
of air brake and experimental analysis of noise and
grabbing in commercial vehicle.

V. Methodology
Methodology adopted for obtaining solution can be
summarised in following steps.

 Problem Identification
 Study of Brake System Components
 Modification in braking system
 Spring Design
 CAD modeling of Spring
 Analysis of spring of different loading

conditions
 Reduced brake releasing time by software

simulation

Design and analysis of brake spring
Commonly brake system consists of 4 brake
undergoes loading of 30kg on each brake.
Assuming the same value spring modifications for
each brake is design. steps as follow

A. Spring Design

1.Deflection of spring (δ) is given by following
formulae

δ =

δ = ∗ ∗ . ∗ ∗ .∗ .
δ = 113.06 mm

2.Number of active winding (Na) can be
mathematically calculated as

Na =

Na =
∗ . ∗ .. . ∗ .

Na = 29.99=30

3.Spring Constant (K) is Defined as load required
per unit deflection of spring. Mathematically,

k = =

as the k value is 3.2 N/mm the maximum load
spring can take is

P = δ *k

P =113.06 *3.2 N

P= 36.87kg=37 kg

4.Torsional Shear Stress induced in spring is
mathematically given as

A.      τ0 =

τ0 =
∗ . ∗ ∗ .∗ .

τ0 = 724.18  N/mm2

B        τ0 =

τ0 =
∗ . ∗ .∗ ∗ .

τ0 = 587.12 N/mm2

5.Corrected Torsional Stress (τ) is product of
stress correction factor and torsional stress induced
in spring.

τ = X*τ0
In order to consider effect of both direct shear as
well as curvature of wire , a Wahl's Stress factor (X)
introduced by A.M.Wahl may be used.The value for
K for given spring index (C) may be obtained from
the graph as shown in figure

Fig 5 - Spring Stress Factor vs Spring Index

Spring Index, c =

c =
..

c = 7.28

Wahl's Stress correction factor X,

X = -

X =
∗ .∗ . - .

X =  1.2

So,
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τ = X*τ0
τmax = 1.2*724.18=869.02 N/mm2

τmin = 1.2*587.12= 704.55  N/mm2

6.Spring Retained Energy is given by

U=

U=
∗ . ∗

U= 20518.7 N.mm

7.Initial tension of tension spring
Cooled- formed solid-coiled tension spring are
subjected to initial tension(Pi).The initial tension
can be obtained by following formula

Pi = *τi

The value of the τi is obtained from above graph for
respective value of c

Pi =
∗ .∗ . * 120

Pi = 60.14 N

Fig 5 - Initial Stress

VI. Experimental Approach
For the experimental procedure, the brake noise and
grabbing evaluated composed of a brake liner, brake
chamber, auto slack adjustor, S-cam shaft,
supported by a brake foundation, brake shoe under
the brake drum. The brake drum was excited at on
inner surface of drum, and mean value for input
braking power was obtained. The vibration
resonance between brake drum and brake liner
measured by using accelerometer. Noise can be
measured by sound level meter (dB).

It can be noticed that liner gap increased then also
noise come in vehicle and heating get exceed
beyond the range so that grabbing occurred in
vehicle. For that need to check liner gap, free
stroke, full stroke, drum run out, hub play, shaft

play, S-cam movement etc. Attachment of spring in
between brake chamber and brake drum so that
brake releasing time can improve so that grabbing
and noise also reduced from vehicle.

Fig 6 .Experimental setup

Fig 7. Experimental setup
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VII. Results and Discussion
A. Analytical method
The result calculated by Analytical method and
results are summarised in Below table

Sr. No Description Symbol Value

1 Deflection of
Spring

δ 113.06
mm

2 No. of Active
Coils

Na 30

3 Spring
Constant

K 3.2 N/mm

4 Load P 37 Kg

5 Torsional
Shear Stress

B 587.12
N/mm2

6 Spring return
energy

U 20518.7
N.mm

7 Initial tension
of tensioned
spring

Pi 60.14 N

B. Static Analysis
static analysis of tensile Spring made up with spring
steel is performed. Displacement in Z direction is
shown in figure 8 , maximum shear stress in Z
direction  is shown in figure 9  and maximum
principle strain in Z direction is shown in figure 10.

Fig 8 Defomation

Fig 9 Maximum shear stress

Fig 10  Maximum principle strain

C. Fatigue Analysis
Fatigue analysis of tensile spring made up with
spring steel is performed. The life of spring is found
out to be 1*E6 cycles.

Fig 11  Fatigue Life

VIII. Conclusion and Future Scope
For reducing the noise and grabbing complaint ,
modification of commercial braking system is done
with spring attachment. Existing and modified
vehicle has been evaluated for noise and grabbing
complaints under given standard condition by
carrying out experimentally. Spring is designed for
the respective loading condition. Static and Fatigue
analysis is done to service of the spring. Thus this
will improve brake drum and brake liner life.

With the help of simulation and Experimental
testing the brake releasing time, liner gap and

S-Cam shaft spring fitment for both modified and
existing braking system will be compared.
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